Is an export license required for the shipment, transmission, or transfer of certain sensitive items, information or software?

1. Are you sharing, shipping, transmitting or transferring a cryptographic software or source code or object code (including travel outside the country with such software)?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

2. Are you in need of a license to be shipped, shipped, transmitted or transferred software, in object code or source code, under a non-disclosure agreement that the software be encrypted or contain any encryption software?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

3. Was the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred developed under a sponsored agreement imposing publication restrictions beyond a brief review for patent protection or inadvertent release of confidential/proprietary information?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

4. Is the item being shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred a defense article other than information or software on the ITAR's US Munition List?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

5. Is the USML-listed information or software being shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred to a foreign person in the US, other than to qualified US employees, or to a foreign person outside of the US?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

6. Is the information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred to a foreign person in the US, other than to qualified US employees, or to a foreign person outside of the US, going to an embargoed or otherwise restricted location or to an entity on any “Debarred”, “Denied”, or “Specially Designated” lists?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

7. If the item, information or software that you are going to share, ship, transmit or transfer is a defense article or a defense service, or the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred is on the Commerce Control List or EAR99?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

8. Is the information or software going to an embargoed or otherwise restricted location or to an entity on any “Debarred”, “Denied”, or “Specially Designated” list?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

9. Are you sharing, shipping, transmitting or transferring a cryptographic software or source code or object code (including travel outside the country with such software)?
   - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
   - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

10. Is the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred software, in object code or source code, under a non-disclosure agreement that the software be encrypted or contain any encryption software?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

11. Was the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred developed under a sponsored agreement imposing publication restrictions beyond a brief review for patent protection or inadvertent release of confidential/proprietary information?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

12. Is the item being shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred a defense article other than information or software on the ITAR's US Munition List?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

13. Is the USML-listed information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred to a foreign person in the US, other than to qualified US employees, or to a foreign person outside of the US?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

14. Is the information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred to a foreign person in the US, other than to qualified US employees, or to a foreign person outside of the US, going to an embargoed or otherwise restricted location or to an entity on any “Debarred”, “Denied”, or “Specially Designated” list?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

15. If the item, information or software that you are going to share, ship, transmit or transfer is a defense article or a defense service, or the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred is on the Commerce Control List or EAR99?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

16. Is the information or software going to an embargoed or otherwise restricted location or to an entity on any “Debarred”, “Denied”, or “Specially Designated” list?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

17. Are you sharing, shipping, transmitting or transferring a cryptographic software or source code or object code (including travel outside the country with such software)?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

18. Is the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred software, in object code or source code, under a non-disclosure agreement that the software be encrypted or contain any encryption software?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

19. Was the item, information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred developed under a sponsored agreement imposing publication restrictions beyond a brief review for patent protection or inadvertent release of confidential/proprietary information?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

20. Is the item being shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred a defense article other than information or software on the ITAR's US Munition List?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

21. Is the USML-listed information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred to a foreign person in the US, other than to qualified US employees, or to a foreign person outside of the US?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.

22. Is the information or software to be shared, shipped, transmitted or transferred to a foreign person in the US, other than to qualified US employees, or to a foreign person outside of the US, going to an embargoed or otherwise restricted location or to an entity on any “Debarred”, “Denied”, or “Specially Designated” list?
    - Yes: You may need to obtain an export license.
    - No: You may not need to obtain an export license.